RESEARCH: Elements in Neon Signs

- Use the Internet to research the following information about neon signs
  1. Make a numbered list of your research. Number each of the items in the list. Skip a line between each question.
  2. On the top line, list the question.
  3. On the next line(s), give your answers.
  4. On the last line, list of the source of your research.

- If you use the same source for all of your items, you may write the source once and then write Ibid. on the subsequent source lines. Only write Ibid. if your source is the same as the preceding source.

- You may type your research, or you may put your answers on notebook paper.

- Here are the questions to research:
  1. How do neon signs produce light?
  2. Where do the colors in neon signs come from? List five different colors and how they are produced.
  3. How is the glass bent?
  4. How does the gas get inside the tube?
  5. Are neon signs dangerous?